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while destiny calls Lavinia MacDonald from her London type company to be mistress of
Glenrannoch, the lovely, time-worn manor of her ancestors, she learns the legend of the
'Midnight walker' who brings dying to her family. Terrified on her first evening on the manor by
way of the ominous thudding of footsteps outdoor her door, Lavinia suspects that somebody
needs the sinister legend to be fulfilled. although anxious for her life, Lavinia will not quit
Glenrannoch, or the 2 males vying for her love.
Nautisin selle raamatu lugemist väga. See oli huvitava sisuga vanamoodne põnevik neiust, kes
saab päranduseks Glenrannoch Šotimaal asuva lossi. Varsti hakkavad seal sündima
kummalised lood.
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